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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an alternative alg bra over the field F.It is known that he set 
of subalgebras of A has a lattice structure. We denote this lattice by 9(A). 
Let B be another algebra over the field F.By an 9-isomorphism, or lattice 
isomorphism of the algebra A onto an algebra B,we mean a one-to-one 
map Y: P(A) + P’(B) such that Y(A, v AZ)= Y(A,) v Y(A,) and 
Y(A, RA,) = Y(A,)n Y(A,), for all A, and A, subalgebras of A,where 
we denote by A, v A, the least ubalgebra of A containing Al and A,. 
We are interested in the study of the lattice somorphisms of alternative 
algebras. We want to inquire into the algebraic relationships between a 
semisimple a ternative alg bra and an alternative alg bra 9-isomorphic to 
it. 
Here, we solve the problem when A is asimple nondivision finite dimen- 
sional gebra, that is, when A is a matrix algebra, M,(D), with n> 2, and 
D a division associative alg bra orwhen A is a split Cayley-Dickson 
algebra. Then, if n3 3, it is shown that B is isomorphic or semiisomorphic 
to A (if n = 2, B = M,(d), with A a division associative alg bra). When A is 
a division ce tral nonassociative lgebra, that is, a division Cayley-Dickson 
algebra over F, it is shown that B must be a division Cayley-Dickson 
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algebra ora purely inseparable p3-dimensional extension field ofF, with p
characteristic of F. IfA is a finite dimensional semisimple a gebra, we 
extend Barnes’ results forassociative alg bras [S], and we show that B is 
also semisimple andthe images under Y of simple direct summands of A, 
with dimension greater than one, are simple direct summands of B. 
In the following we denote by 
[a,, 4, a31 :(a,a2)a3--a,(a2a3), with ,, 4 a3~A 
( al, a2, . . a,) :the subspace ofA spanned bya,, u2, . . a, E A 
(aI, a2, . . a,): the subalgebra of A spanned by a,, a2, .  .  a,~,4 
R(A) :the nilpotent radical of A
dim,(A): the dimension ofvectorial space A over the ground field F 
1(A): the length ofthe longest chain in Y(A) 
A, v A,: the least ubalgebra of A containing A, and A,. 
We always consider algebras with finite l ngth. Itis clear that 
dim,(A) 2 I(A). 
We recall [6, 7, 131 that simple alternative alg bras are associative or 
Cayley-Dickson algebras (C-D algebras). If char F# 2 we can find abasis 
e, = 1) e, ). .) e,over the center ofthe algebra such that it has the multi- 
plication table [S] shown in Table Iwith c(, /?, y EF. C-D algebras c nbe 
division algebras or have zero divisors (split). In the latter case it is 
possible to find abasis, {xi} u { y,}, i= 0, 1, 2, 3, over the center such that 
x, y, = xi, xoxj =xi, YixO = Yi9 Yo Yi = Yi, 
y;xi= -yo, x,y;= -x0> xix, + 1 = Yif29 YiYi+l =Xi+25 
x0x0=x0, .JJoyo= Yo, Oci<3, 
where the indices are taken modulo 3[ 15, Chap. II, Lemma 111. 
TABLE I 
et 
e2 
e3 
e4 
es 
e6 
e7 
el 
me0 
-3 
ae2 
-5 
- ae4 
e7 
ae6 
e2 
e3 
Be0 
Be, 
-e6 
-3 
1;:: 
e4 
e5 
e6 
Cl 
ye0 
YeI 
Y’e2 
ye3 
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1. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS WITH SMALL LENGTH 
We begin our study with the following proposition that extends the 
associative case [S, Sect. 21. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be an alternative algebra with l(A) ,finite; hen 
dim F A is ,finite. 
Proof: Let R be the nilpotent radical of A. First we show that 
dim,(R) = I(R). Since R is nilpotent, there exists nE Z + such that 
R “+‘=O. So, we have the chain O<R”+‘< . . <R2<R. But R’/R’+’ 
is null (that is, R2 = 0). Then each subspace of R’/R’+ ’is a subalgebra 
and it follows that l(R’/R’+ ‘)= dim,(R’/R’+‘). But dim,(R) =
C dim,(R’/R’+‘) = C l(R’/R’+ ‘)< l(R). Therefore l(R) = dim,(R) is finite. 
Now it s&ices to see that dim,(A/R) is finite, or also, dim,(A) is finite 
if R = 0. In thise case A = A, @ ... @A, [ 143, where Ai’s are C-D algebras 
over its center or simple associative algebras with finite l ngth. Barnes 
showed that simple associative algebras with finite l ngth are finite dimen- 
sional [4, Sect. 21. And if Ai is a C-D algebra over its center and Ki is an 
extension field ofF, since Ai is an eight-dimensional over Ki, it will suffice 
to show that K, is a finite extension field of F. Let t E Ki and F[t] be the 
algebra of polynomials in t. If t is transcendental overF, then /(F[t]) is 
infinite. Therefore K is algebraic over F. Since l(Kj) is finite, K, is finitely 
generated over F. Therefore Kjis finite dimensional over F. Thus dim,(A,) 
is finite and also dimp(A) is finite. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be an alternative algebra over F with f(A) = 1. Then 
dim,(A) = 1. Thus if A is an alternative alg bra with I(A) finite and only one 
minimal subalgebra, then A is nilpotent or a division algebra. 
Proof Let A be nilpotent. From the proof of Proposition 1.1, dim,(A) 
= I(A) = 1. If A is not nilpotent, i  is known, from the fact hat I(A) is 
finite and from Proposition 1.1, that A contains some idempotent e [ 12, 
Proposition 3.31. Thus (e) = A. 
Therefore the minimal subalgebras of an algebra A are spanned by 
idempotents or they are null. 
Now, let A be an algebra with only one minimal subalgebra and l(A) 
finite. If A is not nilpotent, i  contains some idempotent which spans the 
unique minimal subalgebra of A, and thus R(A) = 0. Then A is a direct sum 
of simple algebras. But each of these summands contains a minimal 
subalgebra. Therefore A is simple. IfA r M,(D), the algebra of all nx n 
matrices over the division algebra D, it is clear that n= 1. If is a CD 
algebra, itcould be a division algebra or have zero divisors. In the second 
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case A will have more than one minimal subalgebra. Therefore A is a divi- 
sion algebra. It is clear inthis case that A has only one minimal subalgebra. 
LEMMA 1.3. (a) /(M,(F)) =4
(b) Let C be the Cayley-Dickson central algebra over F. Then: 
(i) Zf C is a division algebra, I(C) =4 
(ii) Zf C is split, f(C) =7. 
Proof (a) We denote by {e,,, ei2, ez,, ez2} the usual basis of M,(F). 
We can build the chain of subalgebras 
(b)(i) Racine [ 1l] showed in this case that he maximal subalgebras 
of C are division quaternion algebras. In a quaternion algebra the unique 
proper nonminimal subalgebras are quadratic f eld extensions f F, and 
there are no subalgebras between these subalgebras andthe division 
quaternion algebra. Therefore I(C) =4. 
(ii) From the multiplication tablef C and [ 11, Theorem 51, we 
can check that he following chain of subalgebras is the longest: 
~~~Y,~d~Y,~Y,~~~Y,,Yl~~2~b~Y~~Yl~~2~~,~ 
d (Yo, y, 3 x2, x0, x3) d (yo, y,, y,, x2, x0, x3) 6 c. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be an alternative alg bra with Z(A) =2. Then A is 
associative. 
Proof: Consider R(A). If l(R(A))=O, then A is semisimple, thatis, a
direct sum of simple algebras. From Lemma 1.3 the summands are 
associative. If /(R(A))= 1,then from Lemma 1.2 dim,(R(A)) = 1 and 
TABLE II 
Type Defining relations No. of minimal subalgebras 
I 
II 
III(a) 
III(b) 
IV 
V 
VI(a) 
VI(b) 
Extension field K of F with F as a maximal subfield 
(a, a’) with a3 = 0 
(e, r), e2 = e, r2 = 0, er = re = 0 
(e, r), e2 = e, r2 = 0, er = re = r 
FOF 
(a,,a,),v,=OVL j
(e, r), e2 = e, r2 = 0, er = r, re = 0 
(e, r), e2 = e, r2 = 0, er = 0, re = r 
1 
I 
2 
2 
3 
k+l 
k+l 
k+l 
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dim,(A/R(A)) = /(A/R(A)) = 1. Therefore dim, A = 2 and from Artin’s 
theorem, A is associative. If /(R(A)) = 2, then A is nilpotent a dthus 
dim,(A) = 2. From Artin’s theorem again A is associative. 
From Lemma 1.4 and [S] we can now classify the alternative alg bras 
with length wo. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let k be the cardinal ofF, Suppose I(A) = 2. Then A is 
isomorphic to one of the algebras listed inTable 11. 
2. THE CENTRAL DIVISION QUATERNION ALGEBRA 
In this section we suppose char F# 2. 
Now we study the algebras Y-isomorphic to a division quaternion 
algebra. This is the first ep before w consider the algebras L-isomorphic 
to a division ce tral C-D algebra. 
Let Q be a central division quaternion algebra. It is known that Q is 
a noncommutative associative composition algebra with dim, Q= 4 
and I(Q) =3. If { e,, e, e,, e3 > is the usual basis of Q over F, since 
char F# 2, the subalgebras with length wo are quadratic extensions of F,
(e,, i, e, + J,e, +2,e,) with A,, E,,, A E F. Two different subalgebras with 
length wo span all Q and their ntersection is F. 
Let A be an algebra Y-isomorphic to Q. Then A has only one minimal 
subalgebra andfrom Lemma 1.2, A is nilpotent or a division algebra. 
LEMMA 2.1. A is nilpotent and Y-isomorphic toQ if and only ij 
l(A) =dim, A = 3 and A has a basis {a, 6, c> over Ffor which the multi- 
plication table is Table III, with cp =0 and then yE F- { 0} and F is a field 
where the equation X2 = -1 has no solution, or with cp = 1 and then 
y E F- (0} and such that he equation X2+ X + y = 0 has no solution in F. 
If A is nilpotent a dY-isomorphic to Q, t’(A) = dim, A = 3. Badalov 
showed that nilpotent al ernative alg bras with dimension smaller than 5
are associative [2].Kruse and Price [9] described allnilpotent associative 
TABLE III 
Ia b c 
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algebras A with dim, A= 3. Thus A = (a, b, c) with cE Ann(A) and satisfies 
one of the following conditions: 
(1) a2=b2=ab=ba=0 
(2) u2=b2=0, ab= -ba=c 
(3) u*=c, ab=ba=b2=0 
(4) u’=c, ab= ba=O, b2=yc where y is a predetermined repre- 
sentative of its coset of (F*)2 in F* 
(5) a2 = ab = c, ha = 0, b2 = yc, some y E F 
(6) u2= 6, a3=c, a4=0 (power algebra). 
Only types (4) and (5) give algebras A Y-isomorphic to Q, because A 
has only one minimal subalgebra. But in both cases it is necessary that he 
field F have restrictions, because elements a + pb cannot have square z ro. 
These restrictions are in (4) that X2 = -1 has no solution over F, and in 
(5) that y# 0 such that X2 + X + y = 0 has no solution over F. 
Conversely, we show that A is 9-isomorphic to Q. A has only one mini- 
mal subalgebra (c). The subalgebras with length 2 are (c, a+ 16) and (c, b) 
with 1E F. We remark that wo different subalgebras withlength 2 span the 
algebra A and their intersection is (c). The cardinal of9 = {A, 6 A : 
l(A,) = 2) is 191 = IFI + 1. 
From the Wedderburn theorem and since Q is not a field, IFI is infinite. 
Thus Igl=(FI. But ~={(SdQ:r(s)=2}={(e,,~,e,+~,e,+~,e,): 
E.,, i , 13~ F} and IFI d I%‘[ d IFx Fx FI = IFI. Therefore there xists a 
one-to-one mapfrom %Y onto 9, cp. 
Now we can build the 9-isomorphism Y: Y(Q) -+ Z(A) such that 
Y((e,))=(c), ul(S)=cp(S) if =V, Y(Q)=A, and Y(O)=O. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a division algebra 9-isomorphic to Q. Then one of 
the following conditions holds: 
(a) A is an extension field of F, purely inseparble andp2-dimensional 
with p= char F. 
(b) A is an m2-dimensional central division associative algebra, where 
m is the dimension fthe subalgebras of A with length 2.All these sub- 
algebras will be extension fields of F and at least one of them will be 
separable. 
Proof: If A is a division algebra, thecenter ofA can be F or all A, 
because ubalgebras with length wo are maximals. Thus (i) A is a field or
(ii) A is a central division algebra. 
From Lemma 1.5 subalgebras of A with length 2 are xtension fields of 
F without intermediate fields. Thus they are separable extensions or purely 
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inseparable extensions (p.i. extensions) of F. We denote by Y the 
d;P-isomorphism of Q onto A. Let !P((e,, )), Y((e,, e )), Y((eO, e3)) be 
subalgebras. These subalgebras indicate that wo of the extensions are
separable of p.i. 
(i) We suppose that A is afield. If the two field extensions mentioned 
above are separable, A is finite dimensional separable extension of F. 
Moreover f om the fact that F is an infinite field, A has an infinite number 
of subfields with length wo: { !P(( e,, e, + i2e2 + l.,e,)): i2,ix E F}. Let L 
be a normal closure ofA. L is a Galois extension of F. Its Galois group is 
a finite group which has a finite number of subgroups. From the 
Fundamental Theorem of Galois theory, L will have a finite number of 
subfields. Contradiction. Thus all subfields of A are p.i. extensions. Since 
4Y(eo, el))=Q’V(eo, e2)), then 4Y((eo, el)))=4’V((eo, e,)))=p with 
p = char F and thus A is a p*-dimensional over F. 
(ii) We suppose that A is a central division algebra. If will be 
associative because its length is3. From [ 10, Sect. 13.11 each maximal sub- 
field ofA will be m-dimensional withd(A) =m*. But not all those maximal 
subfields can be purely inseparable because, from [lo, Sect. 13.51, A would 
be equal to F. 
Now we give an example which shows that here exist extensions f F,
pi., with alattice of subalgebras Y-isomorphic to Q. 
EXAMPLE. Consider Z,(X, Y)(,$?, fi). It is an algebra over Z5(X, Y) 
(field of rational functions i  X, Y over Z,) with dimension 25. Let Q be 
a division quaternion algebra over Z,(X, Y). Then Z,(X, Y)(,$k, ,j’?) and 
Q are 9-isomorphic. 
3. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS ~-ISOMORPHIC 
TO SOME CENTRAL DIVISION CAYLEY-DICKSON ALGEBRA 
We suppose inall this section that char F# 2. 
Let A be an alternative alg bra over F and Y: 9(C) + Y(A) an 
9’-isomorphism. A has only one minimal subalgebra andfrom Lemma 1.2, 
A is a division algebra ora nilpotent algebra. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a division algebra that is not a purely inseparable 
extension. Then A is a central division Cayley-Dickson algebra. 
Proof: If A is a division algebra, its center, Z(A), could be F, an 
algebra with length wo, or all A, because I(A)=4. 
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First wesuppose that A is a field. LetQ be a maximal subalgebra of C. 
We know that Q is a quaternion algebra and Y(Q) is a field. From 
Lemma 2.2, Y(Q) is also ap*-dimensional purely inseparable ext nsion 
field ofF, with p= char F. Therefore allsubalgebras with length wo of A 
will be purely inseparable ext nsions f F with dimension p. Thus as is a 
purely inseparable p3-dimensional extension of F, which is false. 
If /(Z(A)) =2, we can suppose that Z(A)= Y((e,, e )) (from the 
Cayley-Dickson pr cess). Therefore forall Q< C such that r(Q) =3 and 
(e,, ei) dQ, Y(Q) is a field. From Lemma 2.2, Y(Q) is a p*-dimensional 
purely inseparable (p.i.) xtension field ofF, with p= char F. Now we show 
that each proper subaigebra of A is also ap.i. extension field ofF. Let 
S< A be such that I(S) = 2. Thus S= Y(e,, pie, +p2e2 +p3e, +p4e, +
pLse, + pee6 +p,e,) with pirz F and for some i > 1 pi # 0. There xist Q,Q C 
such that I(Q,) = 3 and Y(Q,) =S v Y(e,, e,). We have seen that Y(Q,) 
is a p.i. extension field ofF and therefore S isa pi. extension field ofF. 
Thus all subalgebras of A with length 2 are pi. extension fields and 
therefore f om Lemma 2.2 all proper subalgebras of A are p.i. extension 
fields. Think of A as an algebra over its center Y(e,, ei). It is a division 
associative alg bra with length 3 whose proper subalgebras are p.i. exten- 
sion fields. From [lo, Sect. 13.51, A = Y(e,, e,), but this is false. Therefore 
A is a central algebra. 
Now if we show that A is not associative, s nceA is a central division 
algebra, A will be a C-D division algebra. We suppose that A is 
associative. From Lemma 2.2 maximal subalgebras of A are ither 
(a) p.i. p*-dimensional extension fields of For 
(b) m*-dimensional division ce tral associative alg bras. 
Thus one of the following three cases holds: 
(1) All the maximal subalgebras of A are of the type (a). Then from 
[ 10, Sect. 13.51 we have A= F. False. 
(2) All the maximal subalgebras of A are of the type (b). Then the 
maximal sublields of these maximal subalgebras will be m-dimensional. 
Since A is adivision ce tral associative alg bra, A has dimension m*. False. 
(3) There xist maximal subalgebras of types (a) and (b). Let Y(Q) 
be of type (b). From Lemma 2.2 there exists Y(K) < Y(Q) such that Y(K) 
is a separable extension of F. If Y(K) is maximal subfield of A, since A has 
dimension n*with n the dimension fevery maximal subfield of A, 
A = Y(Q), but this is false. Therefore th re exists Y(Q,) QA of type (a) 
such that Y(K) < Y( Qi ). Contradiction, because Y(K) is aseparable exten- 
sion over F. Therefore A is nonassociative lternative and thus is a C-D 
division algebra. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let C be a division central C-D algebra over F, F a field 
with char F# 2. Then there exist maximal subalgebras of C, Q, and Q2, such 
that Q, n Q, = F. 
Proof We take Q, = (e,, e,, e,, e,), Q, = (e,, e4, e, +e,, e5 + ye,). Itis 
easy to check QlnQ,=F. 
LEMMA 3.3. There xists nonilpotent algebra Y-isomorphic to C. 
Proof Suppose A is a nilpotent algebra such that here xists an
Y-isomorphism Y:P’(C) + .9(A). Let A, = Y(e,, e,, ez, e3). A, is 
nilpotent a dfrom Lemma 2.1 it has a basis (a, 6, c} with amultiplication 
table as in Table III. 
Let A, be such that A, <A, A, is not a subalgebra of A,, and l(A,) = 2. 
From the fact hat A has a unique minimal subalgebra, A, = (c, d,) with 
d, E A and d: = AC, 0# A E F. If now we consider (c, a) v (c, d, ) we have a
maximal subalgebra of A. From Lemma 2.1 and changing d, by a suitable 
dE A, we can find abasis (a, d, c} with multiplication s in Table II. 
Thus A has a basis (a, b, d, c} with multiplication s in Table IV. 
From Lemma 3.2, (e,, e,, e2, e3) n (e,, e4, e, + e6, e5 + ye,) = F. Now 
suppose Y(e,,e,,e,+e,,e,+ye,)=(c,~,a+~,b+I,d, u,a+u,b+u,d) 
= A, with Ai, p, E F for i= 1,2, 3 and some Ai #0 and some pi # 0 and with 
(A,, A,, A,) not proportional to (I*,, p2, p3). Then l(A, n AZ) = 2. 
Contradiction. 
We can now present the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be an alternative algebra over F, F a field with 
char F# 2, Z-isomorphic to acentral division Cayley-Dickson algebra. Then 
A is a division central Cayley-Dickson algebra or, if char F= p > 0, a purely 
inseparable p’-dimensional extension field ofF. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let F be a perfect field and Y’: Y(C) -+ Y(A) an 
dP-isomorphism of alternative algebras over F. If C is a division central 
TABLE IV 
a h d c 
x ; 
W 6C 0 
oc or 0 
d 0 EC PL’ 0 
c 0 0 0 0 
Note. 0, E E F. 
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Cayley-Dickson algebra, then A is a division central Cayley-Dickson 
algebra. 
The following example shows that in an extension field of F, 
K= F(a, b, c), with [K: F] = p3 and ap, bP, cp~ F, there are maximal 
subalgebras whose intersection is F and others whose intersection is a 
subalgebra with length wo. 
EXAMPLE. K=Z,(X, Y, Z)(fi, fl, ,‘Tz) with F=Z,(X, Y, Z). Take 
A,=F((fi,@fi+fifi) and A2=F(fl,fi). Then A,nA, 
=F. Take A,=F(,@, fi+,$?) and A,=F(fi, $6). Then A,nA, 
= F( $? + fi). 
4. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS ~-ISOMORPHIC 
TO THE CENTRAL SPLIT CAYLEY-DICKSON ALGEBRA 
Let A4 = M,(F) be the 2x 2 matrix algebra over the ground field F.We 
denote by eii the usual F-basis ofM. From Lemma 1.3 we can show, as in 
the associative cas[S], the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Y’: Y(M) -+ %‘(A) be an 3’-isomorphism of alternative 
algebras over the same field F. Then A is isomorphic to M and we can check 
that a, E A such that Y((eu)) = (aV) and the ati’s have a multiplication table 
the same as or opposite hat qf the eV’s (that is, aiiakl= dikai, orarlak,= 
dilaki for all i, j, k, 1) 
Now, we can use this to show 
THEOREM 4.2. Let C be a central split Cayley-Dickson algebra and let 
A be an algebra Y-isomorphic to it. Then A is also a central split Cayley- 
Dickson algebra. 
Proof: Consider the F-basis ofC mentioned above. We remark that 
each of the subalgebras (x,, -xl, y,, yr), (x0, -x2, y,, y2), and 
(x0, -x3, y,, y3) has a basis with amultiplication tablelike that of the 
usual F-basis ofM,(F). Let Y be the .9-isomorphism fro C onto A. 
From Lemma 4.1, Y((x,, -x,, y,, y,)) z M,(F) and there exist 
202 Zl> wo, wI EA such that W(x,)) = (z,)~ Y((x,)) = (z,), W(yo)) = (w,), 
W(Y,))=(W,), with {zo, -zI, wo, wI} a basis of y((x,, -xl, yo, y,)) 
with a multiplication table the same as or oppositive that of 
{x0, -x,, y,, y,}. Similarly there exist z2, w2 E A such that Y((x,)) = (z,), 
W(Y~)) = (w), and {zo, -z2, wo, w2) is a basis of ytv((xo, -x2, Y,, ~4) 
with a multiplication able the same as or opposite that of 
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1x0, -x2, y,, yz). Also, there xist z3, W,EA such that Y((x,))= (z,), 
V(Y~))= (w3h and {zo, -z3, wo, w3) is abasis ofVu((x,, - 3, Y,, y3)) 
with a multiplication able the same as or opposite that of 
1 x0, -x3, Yo, Y3). 
(1) Consider R =R(B). If I(R) = 0, then B is semisimple. But this is 
not possible ecause z, z2, w3 E B and they are nilpotent. Nor is 1(R) = 1, 
2 because B/R does not have nilpotent lements and z, + R, z2 + R, and 
w3 + R are nilpotent. Therefore B =R and d(B) =I(B) = 3. From 
B= Y((x,) v (y3) v (x,))=(z,) v (z2) v (w,), itfollows that z,,z2, w3are 
a basis of B. 
(2) Suppose (zo, z , wo, w, } has a multiplication tablelike that of 
{x0, -xl, y,, y,}. We show that {zo, -z2, wo, PV*} and {zo, -z3, M?~, wj} 
have the same multiplication tables a those of {x0 -x2, y,, L)~} and 
{x0, -x3, y,, y3}, respectively. 
If we suppose (zo, -z2, wo, w2} has multiplication opp site hat of 
{X0> -x2, y,, y2}, then zozz =0 = wow2, zzzo=z2, and w2u’o = w2. We 
have shown above in (1) that (z,, z2, w3) is a subalgebra with basis 
iz lfZ2, w3}. Thus there exist I,, I,,&EF such that z,z,=~,z,+~,z,+ 
A3W3. From the middle Moufang identity 
z,z2= (zoz,)(z2z(J=z()(z,zJzo=zo(~,z, +I,z,+%,w,)z,=O. 
From /((xl) v (x2))>2, itfollows that O#z,z, =p,z, +p2z2+p3w3 with 
pl, p2, u~ E F and p3 # 0. From the left Moufang identity 
zoMzozl)) = (zoz2zo) Zl = 0. 
But 
~o(z2(zozl)) = PlZl +p3zow3. 
Therefore pi =0 and from p3 #O we will have zow3 =0. Thus w3zo =w3. 
But from the right Moufang identity 
Contradiction. Thuszozz=z2, z,z,=O= w2wo. In the same way 
i 
zo, -z3, wo, w3) has the same multiplication able as that of 
x0, -x3, y,, y3}, but not the opposite. 
If we had supposed that {zo, -z,, wo, wi} has a multiplication table
opposite hat of {x0, -x1, y,, yr}, then we would have shown that 
{zo, -z2, wo, w2> and (zo, -z3, wo, w3} have the same multiplication 
table as that of {x0, -x2, Y,, y2} and {x0, -x3, Y,, y3}. 
481 12X 2-6 
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(3) We want to obtain the multiplication tableof {z,,, z,, z2, zj, 
wo, WI 9 w2, w3) in order to show that hey form abasis of A over F. We 
have seen above in (1) that (z,, z2, w3) is a subalgebra of A. Thus z,zz =
u,z, +v2z2 +u3w3 for o,, u2, u3 E F. From the left Moufang identity 
o= (zoz,zo)z*=zo(z,(zozz))=u,zoz, +o,z,z* 
+ u3z()wj = u,z, +uzz2. 
Therefore u, =u2 = 0 and z,zz =03w3. In the same way z2z, =03wj for 
some CUE F. Now take the subalgebras (x2, xj, y,), (x,, x3, y2), 
(Y,, y2, x3), (y2, Y,, xl), (.YP Y,, x2) and do the same thing. Changing the 
notation we have 
ZlZ2 x3 w3 WI w2 = 7323 
z2‘71= 83w3 wzw, = 03z3 
z2z3 = cc, w, w2w3=~lzl 
z3z2 = PI w1 w,w,=e,z, 
zjz, = cY2w2 W3WI = YzZ2 
z,z3=b2w2 w, w3 = d2z2 
with ~1,~2,~3,Pl,B2,83,~l,~2,~3,~l,~2,e3~F. Thus 
~z,~z2,z31=(z,z2)z3-z,(z2z3)=c(3wO-c1,z0 
= -cz,, z3~z21= -(z,z3)z2+z,(z3z2)= -flZwO+jIzO 
=- cz2, z,yz31= -(z2z,)z3+z2(z,z3)= --rc3wO+P2z0 
ZZ -cz,, z 2>z,)=-(z3z2)zI+z&2z,)= --P,wo+P3zo 
= cz2, z3> z,Ij=(z2z3)z,-z2(z3z,)=~,wO-c12z0, 
and then a,=d~~=cz~= -/I,= -/12= -p3. 
In the same way with the w,‘s and the associator [w,, w2, w3] we obtain 
y, =y2 =y3 = -8, = -8, = -0,. Next we look for arelation between rx3 
and y2. We take the subalgebras 
@I) " (w3)7 (Zl) " (w,), (z2) " (w,), (z2) " (w,), (z3) " (WI), (z3) " (w2). 
From Lemma 1.5, zf = wf = 0. Thus 
cz 12 z2, ~,1=~~,~2~~1-~,~~2~,~=~3~3~,=~3Y2~2 
CZ,, w,, zz] = -(z, w,) z* + z,(w,z2) = -zozz = -z2. 
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Therefore clg= -y; ‘. Now changing the notation 
z1 z* = w3 = -zzz, ZI.23 = -w2 = -zjz, z2z3 = WI = -zjz2 
w,wz=zj= -wzw, w,wj= -z2= -wxw1 w*w3 = z, = -wj w2 
This completes the multiplication tableof {zO, zi, z2, z3, w,,, wl, w2, w3}, 
and then it is easy to check that hese elements are an F-basis ofA. 
5. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS 9'-ISOMORPHIC TO 
SOME ARBITRARY MATRIX ALGEBRA 
LEMMA 5.1. Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra, let 
M = M,,(D) with n> 2, and let N be a nilpotent subalgebra of M. Zf Y is 
an Y-isomorphism ofalternative algebras, then Y(N) is nilpotent and 
d( Y(N)) = d(N). 
Proof: If d(N) = 1, then there xist U< M with N6 U and 
cp: U+ M,(F) an isomorphism such that q(N) =(e,,) [1, Chap. III, 
Lemma 181. Thus, from Lemma 4.1, N is nilpotent. For general N,every 
one-dimensional sub gebra of N is nilpotent. Hence very minimal sub- 
algebra ofcp(N) is nilpotent a dtherefore q(N) is nilpotent. Thenwe have 
4dN)) = 4&V) = l(N) =d(N). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let M = M,,(F) with nZ 2. Zf A is Y-isomorphic to M, then 
AzM. 
Proof. Let {eii: ,j= 1, . . n> be the usual basis of M. Each subalgebra 
(eii, eg, e,,, e j) with i#j is isomorphic to M,(F). We denote A,= $((e,)) 
if Y is the 9?-isomorphism froM onto A. From Lemma 4.1, Ai= A ii for 
every i. Let aii be the unique idempotent no zero in Aii. Then aiia,j = 0 for 
every i #j. 
From Lemma 4.1 we know there exists aii EA, such that (au) EA, and 
(i) aiiaij = aq = aijai,, aiiaii = 0= aiiay or (ii) aiiaii = 0= a,,ai,, aijaii = aii =
ajja,. 
(1) We consider (aV, akl) with i, j, k, 1 distinct. From Lemma 4.1, 
(au)’ = 0 = (u~.)~ and (a,, ak,) has k + 1 minimal subalgebras withk= IFI ;
therefore from Lemma 1.5 it is a zero algebra and thus aV akl = 0. 
(2) In the same way for i, j, k distinct we obtain, considering 
(a,, a+), aiiaik = 0. Also, with (aV, akj), aiiakj = 0. 
We remark that (1 ), (2) are true for every 0 # aii EA,. 
(3) We now consider (a,;, ujk) with i# j, k. Then (aii, aik) has two 
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minimal subalgebras; therefore f om Lemma 1.7 for every 0# ajk EA, it 
holds that 
aiiaik = 0= aikaii or aiia,k = ajk = ajkaii. 
We show that he second case is not possible. If aiiaik= aik=ajkair, since 
ajk ajj = ajk or aijaik = ajk, we have in the first case 
0 = ajk(a,ja,iajj) = ((aikaii) aii)aii = ajk, 
a contradiction, and in the second case 
0 = (a,ai,ajj) ,k = ai,(aii(aJajk)) = ajk = ajk, 
also acontradiction. Thus aiiaik = 0= aikaii f# j, k. 
(4) Now suppose aiiag = av with 0# au E A,. We have that A, v A, 
is a three-dimensional n lpotent subalgebra fori, j, k distinct, wi hF-basis 
(au, ajk, aik} (we can show this as in (1) of the Proof of Theorem 5.1). 
Thus ajkao=~,aj~+,l,av+II,a, with A,, A,, A3 E F. Since ajkau = 
ajJa,,ag), from (3) 
0 = (aiiajkaii) av = aii(ajJaiia,)) = l ag+ &aiiaik 
and aiiaik E Aik. 
Now we separate thfollowing cases: 
(i) aiiaik #O. Then 1, = & =0 and therefore ajkari= I,ajk. Since 
aika,, = ajk for = j or r = k, it holds that 
0 = ajk(a,,aija,,) = ((ajk%) a& arr = Alajka,, = A,ajk. 
Therefore A, =0. But d(A, v Ajk) = 3, hence aiiajk # 0. 
(ii) aiia,=O. Then q&a& #O, and from 0 = A,av+ &aiia,, we 
obtain A, =O. Therefore ajkaq=l,ajk+ i,aik. From (3), aikakk=O and 
ajka,, = ajk for r = j or k, it holds that 
o = ajk(arra,iarr) = (tajkarr) ao) arr = 1l ajk. 
Thus 1, = 0 and ajkag = L3aik. But 0 # (akkaik) aiiE A,, therefore 
takktajkaij)) aii=A3(akkaik)) aii=Ajaik with &E Aik. 
The linearization of the middle Moufang identity gives us 
takktajkaij)) aii= -(aii(ajka,)) akk + (akkajk)(a@ii) 
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Since aVaii = 0and aiiakk = 0, it holds that 
l3dk = (akk(ajkay)) aii= -(aii(ujkaij)) ukk 
= -(aii(ajk(aiia,))) akk 
= -((aijujkaii) ~2~) akk = 0. 
Thus A, = 0. Hence d(A, vAjk) = 3; we obtain also in this case avajk # 0. 
(5) Again suppose that a,,aij=ag. We will show that qja,k #O with 
j # k. We proceed supposing ai,a$ = 0. Then ajka,j = alk, akkajk = ajk, and 
ajk akk - 0. Since avajk = pIa,, + p2ajk + p3aik for PI, PI, pL3 E F, One Of 
which is not zero, from (3) we have 
Thus p, = p2 = 0 and a,ajk = p3ajk. We distinguish two cases: 
(i) O#(aijajk)akk=aikEAjk. 
Then from the linearization of the middle Moufang identity 
But ajkakk = 0 = akkaU, therefore 
= -((akkajjukk) Ujk) a,, = 0. 
Thus p3 = 0 and we have a contradiction w tha,ajk ~0. Therefore 
sly ajk = 0. 
(ii) akkaik = ajk. Then 
p3aik = akk(a,j(akkajk)) = (akkaoakk) ajk = 0. 
Therefore p3 =0. Again we have a contradiction w thavajk ~0. Thus . 
a,pjk = a,, ah in this Case. 
(6) From the hypothesis aiiaii= aV we had a,ajk = p,uv+ 
/i2ajk +~~a;~ with P,, p2, p3e F, one of which iS not zero (4). We want to 
find pr, p2, p3. Hence we start from the left and right Moufang identities 
and thus p2 = 0, 
o=((a$jj)ajk)aj,=plaa,i and thus pI = 0. 
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Therefore aiiujk = ~~a,. It shows that we can choose p3 for every k so 
that ~~=l. Suppose i=l and j=2, then a,,a,,=u,,. We pick 
O#U,,EA~2,...,O#U,,~A,, arbitrarily. From Lemma 4.1, we can find 
ui, EA,, such that uliui, = a,, for i= 2, . . n. The u;s are univocally 
determined by this condition and they satisfy aila,, = a,,. For i#j and 
i, j# 1, we check u,,EA, such that uliuij=uiJ. Thusthe U~‘S are univocally 
determined. Then
Thus uVuj, = uik. Therefore {uC }have the same multiplication s {e,}, 
if u,,u,,#O. Inthe same way if ~,,a,,=0 we should find {ujj} with a
multiplication tablepposite that of {eii}. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 4 be an idempotent nozero in M= M,(D), where D is 
a division associative algebra and n 2 2. Then if Y is an Y-isomorphism fro
M onto A, Y((q)) is not nilpotent a dY((n)) = (e) for some idempotent 
eEA. 
Proof: Similar toLemma 13 in [S]. 
Barnes [4] showed that in associative r ngs with the minimum condition 
for left ideals, the radical isthe intersection of the maximal nilpotent 
subrings. This result can be extended toalternative r ngs, following the
Barnes process and using the next proposition, 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let C be a Cuyley-Dickson algebra over the field F.
Then there xist maximal nilpotent subrings U, V, L, of A such that 
Un VnL=O. 
Proof It is clear if C is a division C-D algebra. If C is a split C-D 
algebra, consider the usual basis of C. The subalgebras (x,, y,, x,), 
(xi, x2, y3), (x,, x3, y,) are nilpotent. Moreover, they are maximal nilpo- 
tent subalgebras. We consider, forexample, (xi, y,, x,), and we suppose 
there xists N< C such that it is nilpotent a d(xi, y,, x3) <N. Take 
UE N- (x,, y,, x3). We can suppose 
u=~OxO+~2x2+~4~O+~5~l+~7~3 with po, p2, p4, A, p7~F. 
We have xlu=pL2y3 +p4x, -P~X,E N and thus x,u is nilpotent. But 
(~~a)~ = -pLgp4x1 - p2ps y, + ptxo. Since x0 is idempotent ,us = 0. 
Using the same y,u = ho y, + p7x, EN is nilpotent. Since (~,a)~ =
-p2,uo y,+ p: y, - p2p7x, and y, is idempotent, it isnecessary that p’z = 0. 
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Then we have a= pox, +p4 y, + p, y3 is nilpotent. ThuspLg = 0 and pLq = 0, 
because x0, y, are idempotent. Finally, a = p, y, and x3a = -~,x~E N is 
nilpotent. Thenp, = 0. Therefore (x,, y,, xj) is a maximal nilpotent sub- 
algebra. Nowwe let II =(x, y,, x,), V= (x, x2, y3), and L = (x,, Ye, y,) 
and we have shown the lemma. 
THEOREM 5.5 Let S= M,(A), where n> 2 and A is a finite dimensional 
division associative algebra. Let A be an algebra y-isomorphic to S by the 
Y-isomorphism Y. Then A E M,(D), where D is a division associative 
algebra 3-isomorphic to A such that d(D) = d(A). 
Proof From Lemmas 5.1, and 5.3, for U6 S, Y(U) is nilpotent if and 
only if U is nilpotent. Thusthe maximal nilpotent subalgebras of A are the 
images under Y of maximal nilpotent subalgebras of S.From the commen- 
tary before Proposition 5.4,R(S) =0 implies R(A) = 0. 
Let N = M,(F) dS and 1 s be the identity of S. We can identify A with 
the subalgebra 1 .A. Then S = N v A, N n A = (1 s). Let B be some simple 
direct summand of A. Then B contains an idempotent . Let U = Y’((e)). 
If U is nilpotent, from Lemma 5.1, Y(U) = (e) is nilpotent a dthus e
will not be idempotent. Therefore U is not nilpotent a dit contains an 
idempotent, e’.Clearly U =(e’) and (e) = Y((e’)). Bute’ ELX(N) for any 
automorphism c1 ofS. Hence Y(a(N)) z M,(F) and B n Y(tx(N)) 3 (e) # 0, 
we have Y(a(N)) < B, and therefore Y(a(1)) d B. Now Y(a(1)) is the 
unique minimal subalgebra of Y(a(A)) and is not nilpotent; therefore 
Y(a(A)) is a division algebra, and since Y(a(A)) n B> Y(a( 1)) #O and 
B is an ideal, then Y(a(A)) d B. Thus B> Y(a(N)) v Y(a(A)) = 
Y(E( Vv A)) = Y(tx(S))= A. Therefore A is simple. Because A has many 
minimal subalgebras, A cannot be a division C-D algebra. Since there 
exists a plit central C-D algebra Cd A, from Theorem 4.2, Y”(C) <A is 
also asplit central C-D algebra. Thus A cannot be a split C-D algebra 
over K, an extension field of F. Therefore A zM,(D), and from the 
associative casm = n and D is adivision associative algebra .JZ-isomorphic 
to A such that (D)=d(A) [S]. 
6. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS ~-ISOMORPHIC 
TO SOME ALTERNATIVE SIMPLE ALGEBRA 
We suppose that A and B are alternative alg bras over F. A one-to-one 
map 0 from A onto B is called a semiisomorphism if 
(i) 0 is semilinear, thatis, for some a an automorphism of F, 
o(n,a,+;1,a,)=dL(~,)o(a,)+a(~~,)a(a,) Va , ,EA and V’II,,&EF; 
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(ii) 0is multiplicative or antimultiplicative, th  is, either 
~XY) = 0) 4~) or 4XY) = a(Y) 4x) vx, YEA. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let S = M,(A) with a finite-dimensional d vision algebra 
and n 2 3. Let A be an alternative algebra 9-isomorphism to S. Then S is 
semi-isomorphism to A. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 3in [S]. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let C be a split Cayley-Dickson algebra over K, exten- 
sion field of F. Let A be an alternative algebra 9’-isomorphic to C by Y. 
Then A E C and Z(A) = Y(K), with d( Y(K)) = d(K). 
Proof: We let M,=Kv {x0,-x1, Y,, Y,}, M,=Kv (x0,--x2, Y,,y2>, 
M,=Kv {x0, -x3, y,, y3}. We have MjgMM,(K) for i= 1,2, 3. From 
Theorem 5.5, Y(Mi)z M,(Di) for i= 1, 2, 3, where Di are finite dimen- 
sional division algebras Z-isomorphic to K and with d(D,) = d(K). We let 
(2;) = Y((xi)) and (w,)= Y(( y,)) for i=O, 1, 2, 3. Remark that c’= 
(x,, x1, x2, x3, y,,, y , y2, y3) is a split C-D algebra over F. 
From Theorem 4.2, Y(C’) is a split C-D algebra over F with a basis 
{zo, Zl, zz, z3, wo, WI, w2, w3} whose multiplication tableisthe same as or 
the opposite of the multiplication tablef {x0, x,, x2, x3, y,, y,, y,, y3}. 
We have also C’ v K= C and thus Y( C’) v Y(K) = A. 
We will show that D, = D, = D,. Consider x,K. It is the unique maximal 
subalgebra in Mi containing x0.But zoDi is the unique maximal sub- 
algebra inY(M,) containing zo,for i= 1, 2, 3. Thus Y(x,K) =z,D, = 
zoD, = z,D,. 
We have also that y,K is the unique division subalgebra in Mi contain- 
ing y,, and since w,D, is the unique maximal division subalgebra in Y(M,) 
containing wo,then Y( y,K) = w,D, = w,D, = w,D,. 
Hence by 1 A = z. + w0 it holds that 
D, = (zo + wo) D, 6 zoD, + w,D, 
D, = (zo + wo) D, 6 z,D, + woD2. 
But the unique maximal division subalgebras in (z,D,) v (wOD,) and in 
(zoD2) v (w,D,)containing l,=z,+w,are (z,+w,) D,and (z,+w,) D,, 
respectively. Thus D,= D,. In the same way D, = D, = D. 
Therefore A = Y(C) v D, and A is a D-vector space with basis 
{zo, zl, z2, z3, wo, wlr w2, w3} over D. 
Now we check that A is asimple algebra. Suppose the D-basis above has 
a multiplication tablelike that of {x0, x1, x2, x3, y,, y,, y,, y3) but not 
the opposite (this not a loss of generality). Let 0# I be an ideal ofA. For 
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0 # x E I we have x= C 6,zi + C pLizi, where the sum is with in (0, 1,2,3} 
and hi, ~;ED and some bi or ,u~#O. Suppose 6,fO for ie { 1,2,3} (it is the 
same if ,u~# 0 for some in { 1,2,3}). Then (zOx) wi= a;w,~ I and 
wj(z,x) = 6;z0 E I. Therefore 1 E Iand thus I= A. If do # 0 (it is the same if 
p0 # 0), we obtain also I= A from xzl EZ and because its coefficient in z, 
is not zero. Thus A is a simple algebra and contains a nonassociative sub- 
algebra, Y(M), with divisors f zero. Therefore A is a split C-D algebra. 
Let Y(K,) be the center ofA, with K, < C. We had d(A) = 8d(D) and 
now d(A) = 8d(Y(K,)). Thus d( Y(K,))= d(D). Moreover, z Y(K,) is a 
maximal division subalgebra containing zO.Thus z0 Y(K, )= z0 D. Similarly 
w,lC/(K,) = w,D. 
Now $(K,)=(z,+w,) Y(K,)6z,D+w,D and D is the unique maxi- 
mal division subalgebra of z,D + w,D containing z0 +wO; therefore 
Y(K,) =D and Y( (x0 +yO)) =(zO +wO), Thus K, is a division algebra and 
since K is the unique maximal division subalgebra of x,K+ y,K containing 
x0 + yO, then K, = K= Y -‘(Z(A)). 
THEOREM 6.3. Let C be a split Cayley-Dickson algebra over K, K an 
extension field of F, and let A be an alternative alg bra d;p-isomorphic to C. 
Then A is isomorphic to C. 
Proof We denote by Y the 9-isomorphism from C onto A. From 
Theorem 6.2 and its proof we know the following: A isasplit C-D algebra. 
If { x0, x1, x2, xj, y,, y,, yz, y3} is the usual K-basis of C, then 
Y(K)=Z(A) and there xists {zO, z,, z2, z3, wO, wl, wz, uj3} such that 
Y((xi))=(zj) andY((yi))=(wi) th i=O, 1, 2, 3. Also {z0,z1,z2,z3, 
wo, WI? w2, w3} is a Y(K)-basis of A and has a multiplication tablethe 
same as or opposite hat of the K-basis ofC given above. If the multi- 
plication table is the same, we will show that here exists G:K -+ Y(K), a 
semilinear map such that o(6,d2) = ~(6,) ~(6,) for all 6,) 6, E K. Similarly 
if the multiplication tableisthe opposite we will show the same. 
If K = F the proof of the theorem isfinished. Suppose thus K # F. 
Let V= Kxl + KY,. It is a zero algebra and therefore each subspace isa
subalgebra. Also, I’ is a K-vector space. We will show that he K-subspaces 
of V are the subalgebras P < Vsuch that P= Vn (K v P). Suppose P is a 
K-subspace of V. Then Kv P=K+P. Let x=6+pEV have 6EK and 
p E P. Then 6 E V and thus 6= 0. Therefore x E P. Thus V n (K v P) d P 
and it is clear that P= V n (K v P). Conversely, suppose P = V n (K v P). 
Since V is an ideal ofK v V, P = V n (K v P) is an ideal in(K v P). There- 
fore K. P < P and P is a K-subspace of V. 
Let W= Y(K).z,+ Y(K).w,. We remark that Y( Kx, ) = Y(K) . z 1 
because Kx, is the maximal nilpotent subalgebra of K v (x,) containing 
(x I ), and Y(K) . z , is the maximal nilpotent subalgebra of Y(K) v (z, )con- 
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taming (zr) and Y(K v (x,)) = Y(K) v (z,). Similarly Y(Ky2) = Y(K). w2. 
Thus Y(V) = W, and therefore th Y(K)-subspaces of W are the sub- 
algebras Q < W such that Q= W n (Y(K) vQ). Thus P is a K-subspace of 
V if and only if Y(P) is a Y(K)-subspace of W.Therefore we have an 
isomorphism, Y, from the lattice of F-subspaces of V onto the lattice of F- 
subspaces of W, which applies K-subspaces of V in Y(K)-subspaces of W. 
From K # F, d( V) = 2d(K) >3 ; and thus, applying the First Fundamental 
Theorem of Projective Geometry [3, Chap. III], wesee that here exists a 
semilinear map 6: V-r W which induces YyI y. 
The elements z, and w2 in Y(x,) and Y( y2), respectively, can be checked 
arbitrarily according to the proof of Theorem 4.2 (then to complete he 
basis of the split C-D algebra, as in part (2) of the proof, itis necessary 
to choose z3 and w3). Thus we can suppose a(~,) = z, and a( yz) =u’?. For 
each 6E K, 0(6x,) E Y(K) z, because rrapplies K-subspaces of V in Y(K)- 
subspaces of W. Let 0(6x,)= lz,. Then we have a one-to-one semilinear 
map cr’: K+ Y(K) such that a’(6)=)” with a(6x,)=J,z,. 
For each 6~ K, a(6(x, + y2)) =a(6x,) + a(6y,) = a’(6) .zI +Jb*w, with 
A* E Y(K). But a(6(x1 + yz)) EY(K)(z, +w2) and therefore ’(6) = A*. 
Thus, for 6,) 6, E K 
But ~(6,(x, + S2y2)) E cl/(K)(z, + a/(6,) w2) and thus a’(6,6,) = 
cf(61) a’(62). 
7. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS Y-ISOMORPHIC TOA 
SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRA 
In the following theproofs are omitted because the results canbe shown 
as in the associative cas , using the study about he simple alternative cas
already made. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A be a finite dimensional semisimple algebra over the 
field F, and let Y: Z(A) + 9(B) be an 9’4somorphism. LetS,, . . S, be the 
simple direct summands of A. Suppose A is not a division algebra and, if F 
is not the field of two elements, that not all Si are one-dimensional. Then B
is semisimple. Foreach Si with dim,(S,) > 1, Y(Si) is a simple direct 
summand of B. If S, z S,, then Y( Si ) r Y( S, ). 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let A be a finite dimensional semisimple algebra over 
an algebraically c osedfield F. Suppose dim,(A) > 1. Let Yy: 9(A) + Z(B) 
be an TO-isomorphism. ThenA z B. 
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